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"Clear agendas based on current issues."
 

"Opportunities for working together and sharing practice."
 

"Much closer links between schools."
 

"The ability to influence the development of the Collaborative."
 

"The quality of the bespoke training.
 

BEST Trust aims to support
schools and their staff to be
the best they can be in order
to improve the life chances
of all pupils in their care.
Through professional
learning, both online and face
to face and consultancy
support for school leaders,
the Trust works with a range
of providers including
individual schools, multi-
academy trusts and other
educational organisations.   
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About Us

The BEST national training programme is determined by our members, EEF guidance, DFE
policy and the latest OFSTED Framework. It is continually updating in order to serve the varied
needs of its members. 

Comments from attendee evaluations:

In response to an ever-evolving educational landscape, it is becoming increasingly important
for schools to find ways to maximise budget capacity whilst retaining high quality professional
development.  BEST recognises the critical importance of CPD in any profession. It aims to
extend knowledge and develop competency across the sector, allowing professionals to keep
up with new practices and changes in legislation. As a registered charity, BEST supports
working groups of professionals to embed evidence-based practice, create materials and
establish focused learning communities. 
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2021/22 courses

Courses ran 209

Course applications 3840

Membership
Our annual membership for schools makes providing
CPD training for teachers, teaching assistants, school

leaders and governors easier than ever.

Non members

Courses can be accessed on a
pay-as-you-go basis. Please see
individual courses for course
fees. However, schools do find
that membership is a far more
cost-effective way of providing
professional development for
staff.  Please email
training@besttrust.uk for further
information. 

Membership of BEST Trust can save you time and money by buying in to an all-inclusive package which
allows your staff access to all our events*. Our database system will allow school staff access to all their
CPD records and CPD Coordinators will have access to the full schools’ CPD logs throughout the year,
which could come in handy for your management reports or when inspections arise. 
Our membership rates for 2022/23 are based on pupil numbers. Just look through our course list to date
or check our previous courses to see the obvious benefits to becoming a member. If you have any
questions or would like to check how much membership would cost for your school then please contact
us by phone, email or by filling out the contact form on the web site and we will respond as soon as
possible.

All inclusive package

*Please note a select few courses incur additional costs but are heavily subsidised.

mailto:training@besttrust.uk


Enhanced SLA benefits for BEST members 

(We won’t replace your governor
support SLA but school governors
are welcome to join curriculum
briefings, H&S sessions etc) 

BEST has reviewed its 10-year-old benefits in light of the changing educational
landscape to give even better value to school leaders. 

In the past 12 months BEST provided 238 training sessions with 4050
bookings 
We are one of few training providers who give access to recordings for staff
who cannot attend sessions. 
The majority of schools accessed training in value greater than their SLA costs
We will offer a hybrid model of face-face and online training at the request of
school leaders 

•Remember you need to use BEST to get the most out of your membership 

OFSTED: To be judged good: 

“Leaders focus on improving teachers’ subject, pedagogical and pedagogical  
knowledge in order to enhance the teaching of the curriculum and the appropriate
use of assessment. The practice and subject knowledge of staff, including ECTs,
build and improve over time.” 

By pooling resources, BEST membership represents an extremely cost-effective
way of providing CPD for all members of staff. 

One half-day consultancy
support from one of our team
with recognised skills in
particular fields. Focus
determined by the school. 
One hour of leadership
supervision per term for 
headteachers and other leaders 
delivered by practitioners with a 
background of coaching or 
leadership. 
One free residential place at the 
annual conference at the
Lakeside Hotel. 
Access to a free library of 15 to
30 minute briefing podcasts and 
monthly research updates as 
starters for staff meetings

You still get: 

•

•

• 

•

SLA costs held at 50% of your
original cost 
Free training for school staff 
including governors. 

The services of an established     
 organisation with the trust of 
 its members 
An online booking system and
database of staff training,
accessible by school leaders.
Ownership of what you get as
training is bespoke to its 
members 

Your new additional benefits
worth £900: 

•

•

•

••
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Consultancy Options
BEST members are entitled to one half-day consultancy support

from one of our team with recognised skills in particular fields.
Focus determined by the school. 

Andrew Rhodes - assessment, curriculum design, professional development planning,
leadership development & early career development
Gill Evans - Literacy - reading and writing, phonics, assessment at KS1 and KS2,
training for teaching assistants, school to school support
Shirley Thornton - writing moderation and development, reading
Tara Loughran - maths, assessment and monitoring, subject leads, curriculum
progression.
 Debbie Ainscoe - writing and GDS
Ann Farrell - SEND, mental health and bereavement
Kath Perry - leadership and safeguarding
Liz Palmer - Early years
Katie Geelan - music audit across school, see how it can be developed, suggest
resources and ideas, meet with music team to inspire and suggest ways to develop
and increase confidence for teaching and leading musical activities.

Some examples of consultancy support:
 

 

Support can be extended to a full day for an additional
payment of £250

Click the QR
code to

register your
requirements
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Tara Loughran has extensive experience in schools for leading improvement and change in mathematics.
She has worked alongside head teachers and LA colleagues to put in place pragmatic plans based on
qualitative and quantitative analysis of data. She has recently worked as the Senior Adviser for Primary
Mathematics in the North of England for the National Strategies and prior to this as a Senior LA numeracy
consultant. Tara has supported the writing of quality documents including ‘Overcoming Barriers to
Learning, and CPD training materials for all schools nationally. She has taught all ages from 4 to 11 including
supporting more able children to Level 6. She has also worked as a National Whiteboard Director,
supporting the teaching of all aspects of the curriculum through the medium of ICT. Tara has successfully
delivered many training events and workshops throughout the country to large audiences. Tara has
successfully completed the NPQH programme and is a qualified Ofsted inspector

Our Trainers
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We work with the best trainers in the industry

Kerry Dawson - KD Safeguarding
Kerry's passion for making a difference has been at the heart of her career. Working with some of the most
vulnerable children, Kerry formed part of a multi-agency team for looked after children and teenage
parents before becoming a service manager within an inner-city local authority. Kerry was the Education
representative at the Local Safeguarding Children Board (LSCB) for the quality assurance of
recommendations of serious case reviews and at the Multi-Agency Risk Assessment Conference (MARAC)
for high levels of domestic abuse.  A trained trainer with the NSPCC, Safer Recruitment Consortium and
CEOP. Kerry is an experienced safeguarding trainer and continues to provide training, safeguarding
supervision and consultancy services to schools and organisations across the North West.   Kerry is also a
school governor, safeguarding lead for a local sports organisation and a volunteer counsellor with Childline.

Gill Evans

Gill has worked in the education sector for over
30 years as a teacher, trainer and consultant.
Following her 9 years as a Primary Headteacher,
she now works as a School Improvement
Partner, Moderation Manager for the Local
Authority and continues to offer training through
Best Trust.  Gill has worked for the Standards
and Testing Agency as an external KS1
Moderator, is a KS2 SATs marker and has also
trialled SATs papers and Phonics Screening in
schools across the North West.

Tara Loughran
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Andrew has worked in education for 18 years since gaining his 1st Class Honors Degree in Primary
Education. For the last 16 years he has been within leadership roles, holding a range of TLR's and Senior
Leadership posts,; most recently a Headteacher. Through his roles as a Specialist Leader of Education
(SLE), Basic Skills Quality Mark Assessor, Guest Lecturer at Leeds Beckett University and trained
facilitator for a range of National organisations such as Tribal, OLEVI and Best Practice Network, he has
provided an extensive range of School to School support. In addition, Andrew has delivered NPQ training
sessions, designed a range of bespoke training courses/programs within his own school that have been
shared externally through BEST and worked with a diverse range of teachers/leaders within primary,
secondary and specialist educational settings. Currently Andrew works part time as a Professional Tutor
for Manchester University on their Primary PGCE Programme and in September 2022 launched his own
consultancy company "Redefining Education Ltd" which aims to support schools, trusts, teachers and
leaders to Reflect, Rethink and Transform. (www.redefiningeducationltd.co.uk)

Andrew Rhodes

Liz is an experienced teacher and early years specialist. She is a consultant and trainer, working across
the early years sector. Liz has extensive working knowledge of early years within local authorities;
schools; private, voluntary and independent settings and Children’s Centres. She has an excellent
understanding of the Early Years Foundation Stage with a particular interest in developing practice to
provide quality teaching and learning opportunities for all children.

Liz Palmer

School Improvement Liverpool has an established reputation as one of the leading service providers in
the North West. Their consultancy, training and professional development allows schools and settings to
be the best they can be. Their team of highly skilled and engaging trainers are all experts in their field and
are keen to share their wealth of knowledge with you. 97% of their training is rated good or better.

School Improvement Liverpool



Ann Farrell

Ann has been instrumental in supporting schools, settings and professionals in supporting
bereaved children and young people. She has achieved this in both a professional capacity with
her work with schools and also in a voluntary capacity with her work in helping to establish
Listening Ear Merseyside (over the past 30 years) and the Butterflies Project (over the past 20
years). 
 
As an officer of the borough in 2007 Ann launched the ‘Positive Responses to Supporting
Bereaved Children’ Project in Knowsley. This provided every school with training and resources.
Ann is an accredited trainer in STORM (Skills-based Training of Risk Management – Self Injury)
and Relax Kids. During her time at Knowsley she took a lead role in the local authority training
for SENCo, Teaching Assistants and Teachers. 
 
Since leaving the role of Outreach Manager she has delivered training for teachers, teaching
assistants, learning mentors, Initial Teacher Training students, NQTs and RQTs. For the past 14
years she has also delivered SEND, safeguarding and child protection training for staff teams
and governors.

Writing HQ
Deborah Ainscoe is a former primary school Headteacher & LA Lead Writing Moderator. Mike
Ainscoe is a Former National Strategies Consultant. Their writing units development
programme provide short, dynamic and exciting unit of work, including a wealth of
differentiated resources, media and IT, to develop reading through to writing. The units provide
excellent writing moderation across a range of genres.



Oak Learning Partnership - Laura Baker

Laura has been Assistant Headteacher at Unsworth Primary leading on Inclusion and the
Resourced Provision for the last two years. The Resourced Provision supports children along 2
pathways of learning, Speech and language or Social Communication.
 
Using her specialist knowledge from working in a variety of special schools has helped Laura to
think about purposeful inclusion and scaffolding, providing children with a range of SEN needs
the ability to access to an inspiring and broad curriculum.
 
Effective communication and questioning is essential when supporting pupils to access the
curriculum and as an Elklan tutor she is able to share best practice with schools and staff to
enhance the curriculum and how pupils are supported.
 
Laura is passionate in providing excellence in education and can support schools in supporting
pupils with SEND, effective communication, behaviour management, scaffolding teaching and
learning and sensory regulation.

Oak Learning Partnership - Nicola Pemberton

Nicola is an Assistant Headteacher for Outreach with Oak Learning Partnership.
 
Having worked at Elms Bank for nine years she has been able to develop vast experience when
supporting young people with a range of SEND. Nicola cares deeply about each and every
student and works to ensure that all students achieve their full potential.
 
Whilst working at Elms Bank School Nicola's responsibilities have included; Assistant Head
Teacher Progress which required her to oversee the learning and academic development of all
of students, as well as acquisition of a number of qualifications across the curriculum. She has
experience in ensuring that all students achieve their potential, flight pathing out individual
expectations according to their baseline assessment. Within her previous roles she has also
worked as Lead Teacher of Mathematics for six years.
 
Within her professional career Nicola has had the opportunity to work with the most driven,
compassionate and aspirational colleagues, as well as the most resilient, hardworking and
determined students and in doing so has gathered much of her professional experience. She is
passionate about teaching and learning and curriculum development, ensuring that no student
is left behind but rather excels in every aspect of their learning and development. Nicola strives
for ambitious outcomes for all learners and is confident to support both students and
professionals alike to develop highly inclusive practices.
 

Katie Geelan

Katie has 30 years experience teaching and leading Primary Music. As Head of Bury Music
Collaborative (2005 -2022) Katie led music across 5 Bury Primary Schools. Within her role she
taught Curriculum music from Nursey through to Year 6, devised a bespoke scheme of work and
developed music across the whole school. Katie has a passion for singing and believes every
school can become ‘A singing school.’ She leads upbeat and inspiring ‘Big Sing’ assemblies where
all children engage in vocal activities.
 
Katie is also a multi-instrumentalist. She is able to deliver ‘Whole class tuition’ (Wider
Opportunities) in violin, keyboard, tuned percussion, recorder, samba and voice. She creates large
scale events for schools to collaborate through music and song. 
 
Notable events in Katie’s career include the formation of 2 large scale choirs; Bury Fire Choir and
Encore Youth Fire Choir. Both choirs regularly appear on BBC TV. Children’s choirs from Katie’s
Schools have sang at the Albert Hall, the O2 Arena London, live on Children in Need and Blue
Peter.  
 
Katie is now available for Music Consultancy
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Booking Process
Choose your course from the courses section. Courses are colour-

coded by subject area. 

For information on course fees and to book a place, scan the QR
code at the bottom of this page or within this brochure to go to our

website.

Scroll down the current courses list on the web site until you find the
course you are interested in. Click on the course for further

information and to book.

Click the book now button on the course web page to book a place.
If your school is not registered on our database, please email

training@besttrust.uk with your information. Once your school is
registered, staff can book courses.

 

 

 

Scan me 
to book 
courses



Course Guide
From early years to special needs, we have courses to
suit all teaching and support staff and school leaders.

 
See guide below for further information and follow the

colour code to easily locate the pages for  courses
that are relevant to you

Early Years
SEMH/SEND
ENGLISH
MATHS
CURRICULUM
PEDAGOGY
PSHE
SAFEGUARDING

Primary
PHONICS
ENGLISH
MATHS
CURRICULUM
PEDAGOGY
PSHE
SAFEGUARDING

FIRE SAEFTY/FIRE MARSHALL
FOOD HYGEINE (INC ALLERGEN)
FIRST AID
SAFEGUARDING

Health & Safety Teaching Assistants

EYFS
CURRICULUM
PEDAGOGY
SEND/SEMH
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SEMH/SEND
MENTAL HEALTH
NURTURE
SENSORY PROCESSING
COMMUNICATION
SEND NEEDS

Leadership
CONFERENCES AND EVENTS
HEADTEACHER BRIEFINGS
CURRICULUM LEADERS
EYFS LEADERS
SAFEGUARDING



Date Select on web site

Cost
See web site. Reductions for BEST
members

Location At own school

Course Leader Katie Geelan

NEW FOR 2023 -  MUS IC PROJECT WEEKS
WITH KAT IE  GEELAN

Solve your music curriculum in one week!
 
5 day or 3 day music projects with whole school, key stages or year groups. 
 
Can support curriculum topics; Victorian music hall, WW2 songs etc. Projects will culminate in a
performance during an assembly or for parents.  Focus to be chosen by the school
 
Teaching staff and support staff are strongly encouraged to participate in this project as part of CPD.
 
 

Course information

What will it cover
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Following an initial consultation with school leaders Katie will devise a bespoke
package to suit individual schools’ requirements, leading to a grand musical
showcase at the end of the week/3 days. Schools may wish to cross curricular the
theme of the week so the music enhances other areas of learning (Topic/History)
Throughout the course of the week children will perform songs to a high standard,
experience live music (Katie is a working musician who regularly performs on violin
and piano) and be introduced to music from different genres and cultures.
Instruments if available and appropriate can be integrated into the week. Children
will learn about the ‘Elements of Music’ and will have the opportunity to suggest
their own ideas for composition.
 

 Scan the QR code for further
information on music weeks.



Date 08-03-2023, 09-03-2023, 10-03-2023

Time
09:00 to 16:00
Conference finishes after lunch on
Friday 10th March

Reference TS4067544

Location Lakeside Hotel, Newby Bridge, Cumbria

Free to members of BEST Trust (one per school) then £400per BEST
member.

Non-members £650 for full residential package or £350 for one night. Discounts
for delegates sharing a room. (£500pp for full residential place)
Day delegates are £100 per day whether BEST or non-BEST members. 
Special introductory offer for secondary school leaders @ £200 per night.
Comments from previous conferences:

"Really enjoyed the networking, the speakers, the chance to have some ‘me’ time                     
to reflect."

Bury School Leader Annual Residential Conference
 

       "Cutting edge speakers"   
       "An opportunity to mix with colleagues. Time to learn and reflect."

1.

 

SCHOOL LEADER CONFERENCE 
Speakers

Target group
Primary and special school headteachers and SLT members

Scan the code for
more information or

to book a place
12

Wednesay
Andy Mellor
Matt Goodfellow
 
Thursday
Harry Fletcher-Wood
Della Bartle
Leadership focused workshops
 
Friday
Toria Bono
Dr John Blakey 
 



Participants will

Date 28-02-2023

Time 09:30 to 11:00

Reference TS8393835

Cost Free to members or £50pp

Location Best online

Course Leader
Sue Killen - School Improvement
Liverpool

PR IMARY HEADTEACHER BR IEF ING
 

A briefing for Headteachers to keep abreast of local and national priorities and developments whilst
supporting leadership of learning.
 
 

Course information

Target group
Primary and special school headteachers and SLT members

Course aims
 
A briefing for Headteachers to keep abreast of local and national priorities and developments whilst
supporting leadership of learning.
 

What will it cover
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Benefit from a valuable networking opportunity with leadership colleagues 
Be informed of national priorities and developments including DfE, Ofsted,
early years and curriculum
Have the opportunity to reflect upon local and national priorities in your own
school context and circumstances

Headteacher Leadership
Updates from DfE and Ofsted
Priorities for primary teaching and learning and early years
Priorities for curriculum development

 



Course content

Further develop subject leadership skills
Maintain up-to-date knowledge of national and local developments and
opportunities in your subject area
Enhance subject knowledge with practical ideas for leadership and classroom
practice ready to take back to school
Share good practice and resources

National updates
Subject pedagogy support to inform your subject curriculum and the
progression of knowledge and skills through the subject strands
Consideration of subject leadership and subject improvement
Signposting to good practice resources and local initiatives and opportunities
to enhance curriculum provision 
Opportunities to network and share ideas with colleagues 

Why Attend?

What will it cover?

Subject Science English DT Art

Date 28-02-2023 15-03-2023 02-03-2023 01-03-2023

Time 14:00 to 15:30 13:30 to 15:00 14:00 to 15:00 14:00 to 15:00

Reference TS3510324 TS402081 TS9314936 TS4199400

Cost: Free to BEST members or £50pp per session

Location Best online Best online Best online Best online

Course Leader

Derek
Stanley 
School
Improvement
Liverpool

Alaine Sanders
School
Improvement
Liverpool
 

Sean Jones
School
Improvement
Liverpool
 

Jackie Salim-
Smith
School
Improvement
Liverpool

SUBJECT LEAD MEET INGS
 

These sessions will provide opportunities to maintain up-to-date knowledge of national and local
developments, hone your leadership skills and share subject-specific practice and developments to
enhance your school’s curriculum provision. With an Ofsted focus on the curriculum and subject
leadership in the Education Inspection Framework, these briefings are designed for subject leaders
who are both experienced and new to role
 

Course aims

Target group
This online training session is aimed specifically at subject leaders



Course content

Further develop subject leadership skills
Maintain up-to-date knowledge of national and local developments and
opportunities in your subject area
Enhance subject knowledge with practical ideas for leadership and classroom
practice ready to take back to school
Share good practice and resources

National updates
Subject pedagogy support to inform your subject curriculum and the
progression of knowledge and skills through the subject strands
Consideration of subject leadership and subject improvement
Signposting to good practice resources and local initiatives and opportunities
to enhance curriculum provision 
Opportunities to network and share ideas with colleagues 

Why Attend?

What will it cover?

Subject History Geography

Date 21-03-2023 15-03-2023

Time 14:00 to 15:00 14:00 to 15:00

Reference TS7543908 TS7007540

Cost: Free to BEST members or £50pp per session

Location Best online Best online

Course Leader
Shelley Pennington
School Improvement Liverpool

Jo Millard
School Improvement
Liverpool

SUBJECT LEAD MEET INGS
 

These sessions will provide opportunities to maintain up-to-date knowledge of national and local
developments, hone your leadership skills and share subject-specific practice and developments to
enhance your school’s curriculum provision. With an Ofsted focus on the curriculum and subject
leadership in the Education Inspection Framework, these briefings are designed for subject leaders
who are both experienced and new to role
 

Course aims

Target group
This online training session is aimed specifically at subject leaders
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The course will provide

Quotes from HMI:

Subject leads should be supported to become experts in their subject. 

We will look at leaders own assessment of curriculum strengths and weaknesses. 

What training have subject leaders had? Have they had access to subject network
meetings?

This meeting is an opportunity to develop the role and expertise of the subject
leader, discuss concerns/issues and network with colleagues. There will be an
opportunity to identify areas of training needed for staff too.

Date 06-02-2023

Time 13:15 to 14:45

Reference TS2035367

Cost Free to members or £50 pp

Location Best online

Course Leader Tara Loughran

SUBJECT LEADS MEET ING -  MATHS
 

Target group

Maths subject leads
SLT members

16



Course content

The session is look at adaptive teaching in mathematics and how you can support
your school staff with simple adaptations for all learners for maximum impact. It
will loo at how to support lower-attaining children as well as extending higher
attaining children. We will also look at how you change habits, so practice is
embedded.

Date 16-03-2023

Time 14:15 to 16:15

Reference TS5456193

Cost Free to members or £75pp

Location Best online training

Course Leader Tara Loughran

 

Target group

SLT members and maths leads

MATHS LEADERS MEETING - ADAPTIVE TEACHING

17

Scan me 
to book 
courses



Course content

Date 22-02-2023   *Half term

Time 14:00 to 15:30

Reference TS3733965

Cost Free to members or £50

Location Best online

Course Leader
Vicky Marshall - School
Improvement Liverpool

SUBJECT LEAD MEET ING -  PE
 

Course information

Target group

PE leads

These sessions will provide opportunities to maintain up-to-date knowledge of national
and local developments, hone your leadership skills and share subject-specific practice
and developments to enhance your school’s curriculum provision. With an Ofsted focus
on the curriculum and subject leadership in the Education Inspection Framework, these
briefings are designed for subject leaders who are both experienced and new to role
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Create a network of subject leaders to support each other
Understand the national curriculum thoroughly
Learn about managing external agencies effectively
Understand your role as PE co-ordinator

Current guidance
Assessing PE effectively
How to create a comprehensive curriculum
Showing the impact of PE and school sport

 
By attending this course you will be up to date with all local and national guidance. Delegates
will

 
The briefings will cover

 



Course content

Date 26-01-2023

Time 15:30 to 16:30

Reference TS9251854

Cost Free to members or £50pp

Location Best online

Course Leader
Ben Connor - Springside Primary
School

COMPUT INGSUBJECT LEAD MEET ING :
A BEG INNER 'S  GU IDE TO PR IMARY PROGRAMMING 
 

Course information

An overview of the Programming elements of the National Curriculum for
Computing

Target group

Computing Subject Leads
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Working through the Programmes of Study for Key Stage 1 and 2 relating to
Programming.
 
Introducing terminology, talking through the free Teach Computing Scheme of

Work resources for Programming and introducing TWO key, free, websites.



Course content

Date 31-01-2023

Time 15:30 to 16:30

Reference TS9251854

Cost Free to members or £50pp

Location Best online

Course Leader
Ben Connor - Springside Primary
School

COMPUT INGSUBJECT LEAD MEET ING :
A Beg i n ner ’ s  Gu i de  to  NC20 14  Comput i n g  Curr icu l um 

Course information

An overview of the National Curriculum for Computing. Working through the
Programmes of Study for Key Stage 1 and 2

Target group

Computing Subject Leads
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Introducing National Centre for Computing Educations’ Teach Computing
Scheme of Work.
 
Highlighting useful websites and resources



The course will provide

Examine the background to current changes & the National picture so far linked to the IDSR.
Explore essential assessment components that school leaders should ensure are in place across school and
evaluate own school position.
Reflect on assessment in action within own school through scaffolded leadership learning conversations.

Examine the fundamental principles of effective tools for tracking and self-evaluation linked to current
research and thinking.
Review the purpose of pupil progress meetings and the methodology behind them to ensure assessment is
simplified and embedded into the culture of the school so that any collected data has a valuable purpose.
Understand how to create a cohort blueprint to provide a simplified one-page overview of each school-based
cohort that is accessible to all stakeholders.

Undertake a group discussion of the current position of assessment within own school and critically evaluate.
Assessment in Action-Focus on feedback and marking through a teacher’s view and work scrutiny.
Unpicking how to create a whole school Assessment Strategy for the next 3 years.

Session 1: The Evolution of the Assessment Landscape

Session 2: Getting Pupil Progress Right

Session 3: Tools, Techniques & Next Steps

 Session 1 Session 2 Session 3

Date 27-01-2023 17-02-2023 03-03-2023

Time 09:30 to 12:00 09:30 to 12:00 09:30 to 12:00

Reference TS2386817 TS2620661 TS2617866

Cost: Free to BEST members or £75pp per session

Location Unsworth Primary Unsworth Primary Unsworth Primary

Course Leader Andrew Rhodes Andrew Rhodes Andrew Rhodes

 REDEF IN ING ASSESSMENT -  3  L INKED
JO INT PRACT ICE DEVELOPMENT SESS IONS
 
*This series of 3 linked joint practice development sessions is aimed at Headteachers and or school leaders with
responsibility for assessment across the school. The sessions will involve reflecting on the changes to
assessment, examining the core principles of effective approaches within schools, exploring current research,
unpicking the implementation of different techniques/tools and critically evaluating the current position of a
school. Participants will have opportunities for professional dialogue with colleagues from a range of settings,
take away adaptable assessment tools for reflection/evaluation, build up a bank of useful links/books for further
reflection and have a comprehensive understanding of the current assessment landscape and the implications
for their own setting.
 

Course content

Target group
Headteachers and or school leaders with responsibility for assessment across the school.



Course aims

This session builds on the learning undertaken in the initial 3 sessions and will
support leaders to articulate their thinking, share where there school is currently
working and also provide an opportunity for networking to think about what
changes are coming down the line with assessment nationally and locally

Date 03-03-2023

Time 13:00 to 15:00

Reference TS4929445

Cost Free to members or £75pp

Location Unsworth Primary School

Course Leader Andrew Rhodes

REDEF IN ING ASSESSMENT -  CATCH UP
 

Target group

Headteachers and SLT members who have attended the Redefining Assessment sessions in autumn
term

22
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Course aims

Examine how promoting curiosity in the classroom from pupils acts as a hook to learning and
consider simple structures for introducing this as a whole school.
Look at practical ways in which the school curriculum should engage pupils and examine tools
to evaluate the effectiveness of engagement from EYFS-Y6.
Unpick current research around engagement linked to SEL.

TThis session will aim to allow participants to:

Date 03-02-2023

Time 09:30 to 12:00

Reference TS2219184

Cost Free to members or £75pp

Location Unsworth Primary School

Course Leader Andrew Rhodes

PROMOT ING CUR IOS ITY  I N  THE
CLASSROOM AS A HOOK FOR LEARN ING
 

*The development of curiosity within pupils is a fundamental part of creating a learning experience that
is both exciting and memorable. This course explores the theory behind promoting curiosity and offers
practical ways to put this into practice within the classroom setting. It is ideal for both teachers and
teaching assistants from EYFS-Y6 who are looking to explore different approaches and think about
how different resources can be used to develop enquiry and exploration. 
 
 

Course content

Target group
Headteachers and SLT members
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 It will be useful for those of you who already have some continuous provision and for
those of you who are introducing continuous provision.

We will discuss starting points for planning; involving children in the planning and
resourcing of role- play areas; and how to use role -play to reinforce and extend
children’s communication, language and literacy skills.

CONT INU ING IN  YEAR 1  -  DEVELOP ING ROLE
PLAY YEAR 1  
 

Course content

Scan me 
to book 
courses
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Target group

Date 19-01-2023

Time 13:00 to 14:30

Reference TS7407470

Cost Free to members or £50pp

Location Unsworth Primary School

Course Leader Liz Palmer

KS1 teachers and teaching assistants

Course content
This session aims to give you a structure in which to develop role-play in key stage 1.



The course will provide

Date 26-01-2023

Time 13:00 to 14:30

Reference TS2732715

Cost Free to members or £50pp

Location Unsworth Primary School

Course Leader Liz Palmer

SUPPORT ING L ITERACY IN  THE EARLY
YEARS
 
Course content
This session will look at the developmental stages of reading and writing in the
early years. 

Target group
All EYFS practitioners.
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We will discuss how to provide a stimulating, literate environment that reflects the
interests and learning styles of all children; 
how to plan for children to develop the skills they need to become capable, confident
readers and writers;
 and how to use quality observation, assessment and planning to meet the needs of
all the children.



The course will provide

An opportunity to keep up to date with EYFS statutory and OFSTED
requirements and improve leadership skills.
Sharing practice and networking with colleagues.
Providing support for new EYFS leads.
Update on forthcoming training opportunities and identify further training
needed.

Date 08-0202023 08-02-2023 22-03-2023 22-03-2023

Time 10:30 to 11:30 13:00 to 14:00 10:30 to 11:30 13:00 to 14:00

Reference TS3657112 TS3600840 TS3595064 TS3591896

Cost: Free to members or £50pp per session

Location Best online Best online Best online Best online

Course Leader Liz Palmer Liz Palmer Liz Palmer Liz Palmer

EYFS LEADERS MEET ING
 

*Delegates have the option to attend either a morning or an afternoon session for each date.
 

Course options

Target group

EYFS Lead Teachers
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The course will provide

Date 09-02-2023 02-03-2023

Time 13:00 to 14:30 13:00 to 14:00

Reference TS7064689 TS7049969

Cost Free to members or £50pp Free to members or £50pp

Location Unsworth Primary School BEST online

Course Leader Liz Palmer Liz Palmer

Target group

EYFS teachers and teaching assistants
 
 
This is a two-part course and delegates are required to attend both sessions and there will be an
activity between the sessions.
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ROLE OF THE ADULT :  QUAL ITY
INTERACT IONS IN  THE EARLY YEARS
 

The sessions will focus on what makes a quality interaction and will give
practitioners time to reflect and consider how to refine their practice. We will
discuss the role of the adult when working and thinking together with children;
how to have meaningful, extended discussions; to solve problems; extend
knowledge and be creative in interactions with young children



Course content

To understand the importance of rhymes in developing language and reading
skills in young children.
To develop routines and practices that prioritise the use of rhymes.
To plan an environment that maximises opportunities for children to play
using their knowledge of rhymes

Date 15-02-2023

Time 13:00 to 14:30

Reference TS2129620

Cost Free to members or £50pp

Location Unsworth Primary School

Course Leader Liz Palmer

Target group

The session is for teachers, TAs and support staff working in the EYFS
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RHYMERS ARE READERS
 



The course will provide

.We will use seasonal interests and resources to develop mathematical
operations in a playful outdoor context, and use collections and natural open-
ended resources to challenge mathematical thinking. There will be the
opportunity to plan a spring maths activity during the session. 

Date 21-03-2023

Time 13:00 to 15:00

Reference TS2592997

Cost Free to members or £75pp

Location Unsworth Primary School

Course Leader Liz Palmer

Target group
The session is for teachers, TAs and support staff working in the EYFS
 
 

OUTDOOR SPRING MATHS
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Course aims
This session will look at how to plan for your outdoor environment providing
significant, meaningful and creative contexts for mathematical development and
the balance of focused teaching and child – led learning



Date 02-03-2023 09-03-2023

Time 09:30 to 12:00 09:15 to 10:45

Reference TS7295227 TS3278402

Cost Free to members or £75pp
Free to members or
£50pp

Location Unsworth Primary School Best online

Course Leader Clare Shivnan- Taylor Clare Shivnan- Taylor

The course will provide

What is the Phonics Screening Check?
What happens during the screening check?
What are pseudo or alien words?
Preparing children for the PSC
Parent engagement and support

PHONICS IN YEAR 1 - PREPARATION FOR PHONICS
SCREENING CHECK 
 

*Preparation for Phonics Screening Check June 2023
 

Course content

Target group
Teachers or Teaching assistants in Year 1
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The course will provide
In Phase 4 phonics, children will, among other things:
Practise reading and spelling CVCC words (‘such,’ ‘belt,’ ‘milk’ etc)
Practise reading and spelling high frequency words
Practise reading and writing sentences
Learn more tricky words, including ‘have,’ ‘like,’ ‘some,’ ‘little’
Children should now be blending confidently to work out new words. They should be
starting to be able to read words straight off, rather than having to sound them out.
They should also be able to write every letter, mostly correctly.

Date 16-03-2023

Time 09:15 to 10:45

Reference TS94415

Cost Free to members or £50pp

Location Best online

Course Leader Clare Shivnan- Taylor

JUN IOR LEARN ING LETTERS & SOUNDS
PHASE 4
 

 
To understand how to teach the Letters and Sounds Phase 4 Programme.
 
 

Course aims

Target group

Teachers or Teaching assistants in Reception or those practitioners supporting intervention groups in
KS1/KS2
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Course content

Gill will share how to take a running record with participants, consider the
resulting assessment information and plan next steps for pupils. This is both a
practical and taught session with all materials provided
 
 

Date 18-01-2023

Time 13:15 to 15:00

Reference TS7772956

Cost Free to members or £50pp

Location Christ Church Walshaw C.E. Primary School

Course Leader Gill Evans

Target group
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SUPPORTING READING USING RUNNING RECORDS

Course aims
Running records for reading can be used to assess pupil progress, determine suitable texts and identify
next steps to progress reading skills. A running record is a method of assessing reading that can be
done quickly and frequently.  This course will demonstrate the effective use of running records and
how to make best use of the evidence provided.
 
 

KS1/KS2 Teachers or support staff wishing to learn or revisit how to take a running records to gain
assessment information and support barriers to reading progress



The course will provide

Date 19-01-2023

Time 14:30 to 16:30

Reference TS5842503

Cost Free to members or £75pp

Location BEST online training

Course Leader
Deborah Ainscoe, Headteacher & LA Lead
Moderator, Mike Ainscoe, Former National
Strategies Consultant 

Y5/6 READ ING & WR IT ING UN IT  -  B ILL
NAUGHTON SHORT STOR IES
 

Suitable for whole class, groups and catch up/booster/intervention teaching
 
Participants will receive a unique unit pack, including all text extracts and supporting materials in
addition to extensive IT resources that meet the expectations of the new national curriculum in a
dynamic and stimulating manner, providing a fabulous wealth of ideas and resources to inspire and
promote writing and reading.
 

Course content

Target group
Year 5 and 6 teachers, teachers new to Year 5 and 6, literacy co-ordinators, KS2 leaders, assistant
headteachers, teaching assistants working in KS2.
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A TEXT-BASED UNIT OF WORK TO INSPIRE AND SUPPORT WRITING AND
READING
Writing Units Developmental Programme

The unit is based on short stories from Bill Naughton’s ’The Goalkeeper’s Revenge’. There is the
option of using an additional ‘part-unit’ with a focus on life in the 1930s that provides background
and context to his narrative.
Using key short stories and quality extracts supported by structured supporting materials and a
defined approach, the unit contains multiple effective writing opportunities across a range of
genres suitable for boosting EXS and GDS pupils



The course will provide

Date 02-02-2023

Time 14:30 to 16:30

Reference TS8318543

Cost Free to members or £75pp

Location BEST online training

Course Leader
Deborah Ainscoe, Headteacher & LA Lead
Moderator, Mike Ainscoe, Former National
Strategies Consultant 

Y4/5/6 READ ING & WR IT ING UN IT  -  KN IGHTS
 

Suitable for whole class, groups and catch up/booster/intervention teaching
 
Participants will receive a unique unit pack, including all text extracts and supporting materials in
addition to extensive IT resources that meet the expectations of the new national curriculum in a
dynamic and stimulating manner, providing a fabulous wealth of ideas and resources to inspire and
promote writing and reading.
 

Course content

Target group
Target Group: Year 4, 5 and 6 teachers, teachers new to Year 4, 5 and 6, literacy coordinators, KS2
leaders, assistant headteachers, teaching assistants working in KS2
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Knights!…King Arthur & the round table…Sir Gawain. We look at the background to knights and in
particular the story of Sir Gawain before a more in-depth look at the Lochinvar poem.
The unit will also contain resources that provide additional reading and writing opportunities
based upon legends and historical context which can also serve as an independent mini unit.
Using key quality texts supported by structured supporting materials and a defined approach, the
unit contains multiple effective writing opportunities across a range of genres suitable for
boosting EXS and GDS pupils.
A short, dynamic and exciting unit of work, including a wealth of differentiated resources, media
and IT, to develop reading through to writing for teachers in Year 4 and 5. The unit provides
excellent writing moderation writing across a range of genres.



The course will provide

Date 16-03-2023

Time 14:30 to 16:30

Reference TS7351375

Cost Free to members or £75pp

Location BEST online training

Course Leader
Deborah Ainscoe, Headteacher & LA Lead
Moderator, Mike Ainscoe, Former National
Strategies Consultant 

Y5/Y6 WR IT ING & READ ING UN IT  -
EVACUEES AND THE BL ITZ
 

Writing Units Developmental Programme
WW2 - Evacuees and The BLITZ
A new unit lasting for 1-2 weeks for catch up Writing AND MODERATION- all resources provided
Participants will receive a unique unit pack, including all text extracts and supporting materials in
addition to extensive IT resources that meet the expectations of the new national curriculum in a
dynamic and stimulating manner, providing a fabulous wealth of ideas and resources to inspire and
promote writing and reading.
 

Course content

Target group
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Year 5 and 6 teachers, teachers new to Year 5 and 6, literacy co-ordinators, KS2 leaders, assistant
headteachers, teaching assistants working in KS2.

Suitable for whole class, groups and catch up/booster/intervention teaching

The unit is based on extracts from stories, poems and non fiction writing around the theme of
evacuees and the blitz during the Second World War. 
Using key short stories and quality extracts supported by structured supporting materials and a
defined approach, the unit contains multiple effective writing opportunities across a range of
genres suitable for boosting EXS and GDS pupils.
A short, dynamic and exciting unit of work, including a wealth of differentiated resources, media
and IT, to develop reading through to writing for teachers in Year 5 and 6. The unit provides
excellent writing moderation writing across a range of genres.



The course will provide
Writing Units Developmental Programme
Suitable for whole class, groups and catch up teaching

Using versions of the short story and quality extracts, supported by structured ,supporting
materials and a defined approach; the children will look at the key elements of the Pied Piper
story/extracts and learn how to use these effectively within their own writing.

An short, dynamic and exciting unit of work, including a wealth of differentiated resources, media
and IT, to develop reading through to writing for teachers in Year 3 and 4 

Date 30-03-2023

Time 14:30 to 16:30

Reference TS7814200

Cost Free to members or £75pp

Location Best online training

Course Leader
Deborah Ainscoe, Headteacher & LA Lead
Moderator, Mike Ainscoe, Former National
Strategies Consultant 

Y3/Y4 SHORT WR IT ING & READ ING UN IT  -
THE P IED P IPER OF HAMEL IN

 
A new short unit lasting for 1-2 weeks for catch up, boosting writing AND MODERATION- all resources
provided
 
Participants will receive a unique unit pack and including all text extracts and supporting materials in
addition to extensive IT resources that meet the expectations of the new national curriculum in a
dynamic and stimulating manner, providing a fabulous wealth of ideas and resources to inspire and
promote writing and reading.
 

Course content

Target group
Year 3 and 4 teachers, teachers new to Year 3 and 4, literacy co-ordinators, KS2 leaders, assistant
headteachers, teaching assistants working in KS2.
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The course will provide
A TEXT-BASED UNIT OF WORK TO INSPIRE AND SUPPORT WRITING AND READING
Suitable for whole class, groups and catch up/booster/intervention teaching

The unit will focus on children in schools and children in work.

Using key quality texts supported by structured supporting materials and a defined approach, the
unit contains multiple effective writing opportunities across a range of genres suitable for boosting
EXS and GDS pupils.
A short, dynamic and exciting unit of work, including a wealth of differentiated resources, media and
IT, to develop reading through to writing for teachers in Year 4, 5 and 6. The unit provides excellent
writing moderation writing across a range of genres.

Date 27-04-2023

Time 14:30 to 16:30

Reference TS9892216

Cost Free to members or £75pp

Location Best online training

Course Leaders
Deborah Ainscoe, Headteacher & LA
Lead Moderator, Mike Ainscoe, Former
National Strategies Consultant 

Y4/5/6 WR IT ING & READ ING UN IT    -
V ICTOR IAN SCHOOLS AND WORK

Course content

Target group
Year 4, 5 and 6 teachers, teachers new to Year 4, 5 and 6, literacy co-ordinators, KS2 leaders, assistant
head teachers, teaching assistants working in KS2.
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Writing Units Developmental Programme
A short unit for catch up Writing AND MODERATION- all resources provided
 
Participants will receive a unique unit pack, including all text extracts and supporting materials in
addition to extensive IT resources that meet the expectations of the new national curriculum in a
dynamic and stimulating manner, providing a fabulous wealth of ideas and resources to inspire and
promote writing and reading.
 



The focus of this session will be:

internal/external moderation process for year 3 and 4 teachers based on the 'Tell Me;
Show Me and Convince Me' model
making secure teacher assessments for all writers (working at below the age-related
standard; working towards the age-related standard; working at the age-related
standard and working above the age-related standard)
identifying what age-related looks like across the academic year (progression across
three terms and looking at the termly intervals)
exploring what a collection of evidence should look like per pupil
exploring how to fill gaps and inspire confident writers;
identifying how to both support and challenge so that all pupils make progress in writing;
looking at resources that will motivate and engage writers

Date 24-01-2023

Time 13:30 to 17:00

Reference TS5580852

Cost Free to members or £75pp

Location Best online training

Course Leader Maddy Barnes

LKS2 (Y3  AND 4 TEACHERS)  -  WR IT ING
MODERAT ION

Course aims

Target group
These sessions are ideal for both experienced teachers; ECTs and teachers new to year groups.
 
Delegates will need to bring pupils' books from their class to moderate as a cluster. Please bring both
secure and cuspy judgements for WTS; EXS and GDS. 
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Confirming teacher judgements for writing through cluster moderation.
 



Course aims
This is an opportunity both for experienced Y6 teachers who would simply like to discuss their
pupils’ writing with another experienced Y6 teacher, and for teachers new to the end of Y6
statutory assessment of writing who would like a one-to-one discussion around clarity of the
standards - with reference to their own writers’ work. 
A collection of writing at WTS and EXS used by DfE for the Moderator test 2022 will also be
used for reference.

It is necessary to bring some samples of writing (fiction and non-fiction, if possible). 

Date 25-01-2023

Time 16:00 to 17;45

Reference TS6674511

Cost Free to members or £50pp

Location Radcliffe Hall C.E./Methodist Primary School

Course Leader Gill Evans

Y6 EARLY DROP- IN
 

Target group

Any Y6 teacher or TA involved in supporting writing who wishes to bring along some of their pupils’
writing in order to discuss possible next steps in securing the standard and moving on to the next
standard.
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Course aims
This is an opportunity both for experienced Y2 teachers who would simply like to discuss their
pupils’ writing with another experienced Y2 teacher, and for teachers new to the end of Y2
statutory assessment of writing who would like a one-to-one discussion around clarity of the
standards - with reference to their own writers’ work. 

A collection of writing at WTS and EXS used by DfE for the Moderator test 2022 will also be
used for reference.

Please bring a literacy book or samples of writing for 3 pupils maximum.

Date 26-01-2023

Time 16:00 to 17:45

Reference TS2786543

Cost Free to members or £50pp

Location Holcombe Brook Primary School

Course Leader Gill Evans

Y2 EARLY DROP- IN
 
 
Target group

Any Y2 teacher or TA involved in supporting writing who wishes to bring along some of their pupils’
writing in order to discuss possible next steps in securing the standard and moving on to the next
standard.   
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Course content
 Sharing markers’ experience from 2022 Reading, GPS, mathematics SATs papers, plus
lessons from moderation - with teaching implications from each.   

Feedback from the BEST ‘GDS-writing working party’.  

Plus, a take-away unit by Debbie Ainscow to support the development of potential GDS writers
(and writers at the other standards also!) 

Date 09-02-2023

Time 14:30 to 17:00

Reference TS992925

Cost Free to members or £75pp

Location Vision House, Higher Lane CP School

Course Leader Gill Evans

LESSONS FROM SATS & MODERAT ION
 
Course Aims

KS2 Y5 and Y6 teachers, SLT members with responsibility for English or assessment 
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Target group

 Preparing for Reading, Maths & SPAG papers 
What about GDS? 
 Free Take-away Suspense Unit



The course will provide

Date 13-02-2023

Time 14:30 to 17:00

Reference TS3791102

Cost Free to members or £75pp

Location CC Walshaw Primary School

Course Leader Gill Evans

Target group

Y1-Y6 teachers and teaching assistants
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TEACHING FOR FLUENCY (THE MISSING LINK)

Course content
Fluency is often the missing link between decoding and taught comprehension skills – ‘the bridge to
understanding’ In this session Gill will share research and strategies for teaching fluency within your
classroom reading diet.

Pre Covid, a sample of Bury schools undertook a fluency intervention leading up to SATS in Y6
with impressive results. The outline of this intervention will be shared plus a 3 week fluency,
unit aimed at Y2/Y3, will be offered as a takeaway from the course



Course aims

The session will provide all updates to the assessment process, cover all statutory
requirements, documentation, dates for moderation and data submission and test
requirements along with input from current Y2 teachers who are part of the
moderation team.

Date 01-03-2023 02-03-2023 06-03-2023

Time 09:15 to 12:00 09:15 to 12:00 15:00 to 17:30

Reference TS6911976 TS6915143 TS6918125

Cost
Free as part of
statutory training

Free as part of
statutory training

Free as part of
statutory training

Location
Higher Lane
Primary School

Higher Lane
Primary School

Higher Lane
Primary School

Course Leader Gill Evans Gill Evans Gill Evans

Y2 ASSESSMENT TRA IN ING
 

Target group

.All teachers undertaking statutory assessment at the end of KS1.
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Course aims

The session will provide all updates to the assessment process, cover all statutory
requirements, documentation, dates for moderation and data submission and test
requirements. It will also include the opportunity to revisit the standards
statements and their application in making final summative judgements for
writing.

Date 01-03-2023 02-03-2023 06-03-2023

Time 13:15 to 16:15 13:15 to 16:15 15:00 to 17:30

Reference TS1735544 TS6915143 TS6918125

Cost
Free as part of
statutory training

Free as part of
statutory training

Free as part of
statutory training

Location
Higher Lane
Primary School

Higher Lane
Primary School

Higher Lane
Primary School

Course Leader Gill Evans Gill Evans Gill Evans

Y6 ASSESSMENT TRA IN ING
 

Target group

.All teachers undertaking statutory assessment at the end of KS2.
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The course will provide

Date 29-03-2023

Time 14:30 to 17:00

Reference TS8673085

Cost Free as part of statutory training

Location Vision house, Higher Lane CP School

Course Leader Gill Evans

Target group

ECTs, RQTs, experienced teachers and TAs in Y2 who wish to consider next steps for their pupils’
reading in the early Summer Term
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ATTAINING THE TEACHER ASSESSMENT STANDARDS
IN READING AT THE END OF KS1 

Course aims

Good practice, strategies and evidence to secure EXS and GDS

The session will use Standards and Testing Agency materials to look at exemplification of the
Expected Standard at KS1 and the Greater Depth Standard in Reading alongside practical
ideas and strategies to move reading on. The range of evidence for moderation/internal
reading assessment will be considered



The course will provide

Date 19-01-2023 28-02-2023

Time 09:45 to 11:45 14:00 to 16:00

Reference TS5141679 TS5153231

Cost
Free to members or £75
per session

Free to members or £75
per session

Location Best online training Best online training

Course Leader Tara Loughran  

Target group
Maths Lead Teaches and Y6 teachers and teaching assistants.
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 SUPPORTING Y6 NATIONAL TEST PREPARATION FOR
MATHS  

Course aims

All materials used will be provided for use in your own classroom and will contain a new series of
questions for 2023
 
*THIS IS A 2-PART COURSE

Looking at supporting all pupils in key topics
Provide a range of new materials for practise
Look at key connections between mathematical topics
Consider the key topics to boost children
Support understanding of vocabulary

This session will support you in your preparation for national tests by



The course will provide

Date 03-02-2023 09-03-2023

Time 13:00 to 15:00 14:00 to 16:00

Reference TS4588118 TS4591285

Cost
Free to members or £75
per session

Free to members or £75
per session

Location Best online training Best online training

Course Leader Tara Loughran  

Target group
Maths Lead Teaches and Y2 teachers and teaching assistants.
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 SUPPORTING Y2 MATHEMATICS MODERATION

Course aims

All materials used will be provided for use in your own classroom 
 
*THIS IS A 2-PART COURSE

Looking at supporting all pupils in key topics at expected and working towards expected,
looking at the type of evidence you could keep
Look at key connections between mathematical topics
Provide a range of new materials for greater depth statements

This session will support you in your preparation for moderation by



Course content

We will look at the facts needed in each year group and look at tasks that support
children with facts, vocabulary and being able to apply them.
The tasks are inclusive for all abilities and support children to apply knowledge in
mathematics lessons.
Materials at the session will support the summer term. 12 weeks of support of
daily tasks will be given. Attendees may have attended sessions 1 and 2 although
there is no stipulation to have done so to attend session 3.

Year groups Y1 and Y2 Y3 and Y4 Y4 and Y5

Date 13-03-2023 20-03-2023 27-03-2023

Time 14:30 to 16:30 14:30 to 16:30 14:30 to 16:30

Reference TS2344138 TS2302586 TS2311716

Cost
Free to members or
£75pp

Free to members or
£75pp

Free to members or
£75pp

Location Best online Best online Best online

Course Leader Tara Loughran Tara Loughran Tara Loughran

MATHS :  LEARN ING FACTS AND APPLY ING
THEM THROUGH DA ILY RETR IEVAL
PRACT ICE IN  YEAR 1 /2 ,  YEAR 3/4AND Y5/6
 

Target group
Teachers and teaching assistants 
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Course aims
We will look at daily tasks to be used at any time of the day to support the children to know more and
remember more.



The course will provide

Date 16-02-2023

Time 15:30 to 17:00

Reference TS5670823

Cost Free to members or £50pp

Location Best online training

Course Leader Ben Connor - Springside Primary School

Target group

Key Stage one teachers
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 KEY STAGE 1 -  A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO PRIMARY
PROGRAMMING  

Course aims

An overview of the Programming elements of the National Curriculum for Computing. Working through
the Programmes of Study for Key Stage 1 relating to Programming

Working through the key statements from the NC2014 and sharing resources and lesson
ideas to teach these.
Introducing ‘unplugged’ resources to teach elements of the Programme without the need for
technology and applying common resources such as Bee Bots or Roamers



The course will provide

Date 07-03-2023

Time 15:30 to 17:00

Reference TS9574738

Cost Free to members or £50pp

Location Best online training

Course Leader Ben Connor - Springside Primary School

Target group

Lower Key Stage Two teachers
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 LOWER KEY STAGE 2 -  A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO
PRIMARY PROGRAMMING  

Course aims

An overview of the Programming elements of the National Curriculum for Computing. Working through
the Programmes of Study for Year 3 and 4 relating to Programming.
 

Working through the key statements from the NC2014 and sharing resources and lesson
ideas to teach these.
Introducing the use of Scratch to teach Programming techniques as well as ‘unplugged’ lesson
ideas.



The course will provide

Date 21-03-2023

Time 15:30 to 17:00

Reference TS8692153

Cost Free to members or £50pp

Location Best online training

Course Leader Ben Connor - Springside Primary School

Target group

Upper Key Stage Two teachers
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 UPPER KEY STAGE 2 -  A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO
PRIMARY PROGRAMMING  

Course aims

An overview of the Programming elements of the National Curriculum for Computing. Working through
the Programmes of Study for Year 5 and 6 relating to Programming.
 

Working through the key statements from the NC2014 and sharing resources and lesson
ideas to teach these.
Continuing the use of Scratch to teach Programming techniques as well as introducing
additional Programming languages



The course will provide

This course will
Examine the theory and practical strategies behind escalating behaviour and what
to do if you are faced with a young person in crisis. It can feel a lonely place being
involved with a young person who is in crisis, join this session to understand the
physiological reasons behind ours and their reactions and how to counteract this
successfully

Date 09-03-2023

Time 13:00 to 15:30

Reference TS4264158

Cost Free to members or £75pp

Location Best online

Course Leader Oak Learning Partnership

TRAUMA INFORMED SER IES :  
DE -ESCALAT ION TRA IN ING
 

Target group

This training course is suitable for all teaching and support staff 
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The course will provide

We all know what a good structure of a lesson looks like – but how do we make
reasonable adjustments for young people who have experienced trauma and still
ensure they learn the key elements of what we are trying to teach them? Join this
session to discuss some practical tips on how to weave trauma based practices
into your normal classroom routine. 

Date 16-03-2023

Time 13:00 to 15:30

Reference TS9163288

Cost Free to members or £75pp

Location Best online

Course Leader Oak Learning Partnership

TRAUMA INFORMED SER IES :  
TRAUMA BASED PRACT ICES IN  THE
CLASSROOM
 
Target group

This training course is suitable for all teaching and support staff 
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Course content
How do we make sure our classrooms are as inclusive as possible? How can we
support those early interventions with simple organisational systems within our
classroom space? Join this session to discuss some practical steps on how to
bring the first step of the graduated approach to life in your classroom space. We
will look at how to incorporate strategies that will help those learners who have a
range of needs at the first early stage

Date 23-03-2023

Time 13:00 to 15:30

Reference TS4393557

Cost Free to members or £75pp

Location Best online

Course Leader Oak Learning Partnership

NEURO-FR IENDLY SER IES :   SUPPORT ING
EARLY INTERVENT ION IN  AN INCLUS IVE
CLASSROOM
 
Target group

This training course is suitable for all teaching and support staff 
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 COURSE

 S E M H :  T r a u m a  I n f o r m e d  S e r i e s :  D e - e s c a l a t i o n  T r a i n i n g

 SEMH: Trauma Informed Series: Trauma based practices in the classroom

 
SEMH: Neuro-Friendly Series: Supporting early intervention in an inclusive
classroom

 Phonics in Year 1 - Preparation for Phonics Screening Check 

 Junior Learning Letters & Sounds Phase 4

 Y5/6 Reading & Writing Unit - Bill Naughton Short Stories

 Y4/5/6 Reading & Writing Unit – Knights

 Y5/Y6 Reading & Writing Unit - Evacuees and the Blitz

 Y3/Y4 Short Writing & Reading Unit - The Pied Piper of Hamelin

 Y4/5/6 Writing & Reading Unit - Victorian Schools and Work

 Y6 Early Drop In

 Y2 Early Drop In

 Teaching For Fluency (The Missing Link)

THE FOLLOWING COURSES ARE SU ITABLE
FOR TEACH ING ASS ISTANTS
 
for more information, check the relevant section in
this guide.
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 COURSE

 Attaining the Teacher Assessment Standards in reading at the end of KS1

 Supporting Y6 National Test Preparation for Maths

 Supporting Y2 mathematics moderation

 
MATHS: Learning facts and applying them through daily retrieval practice in 
 Y1/2, Y3/4and Y5/6

 Continuing in Year 1 - Developing role play Year 1

 Supporting Literacy in the Early Years

 Role of the adult: Quality interactions in the Early Years

 Rhymers are readers

 Outdoor Spring Maths

THE FOLLOWING COURSES ARE SU ITABLE
FOR TEACH ING ASS ISTANTS
 
for more information, check the relevant section in
this guide.
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  Cancellation Charges

  

 
  Cancellation Fee

  Payable
  

 
  15-11 clear working

  days prior to the start of the course
  

 
  50%

  

 
  10-6 clear Working Days

  prior to the start of the course
  

 
  75%

  

 
  Fewer than six (6)

  Working Days prior to the start of the course
  

 
  100%

  

Non-BEST Members:
Non-attendance of the course shall be deemed to be a cancellation of fewer than 6 working days’ notice
and the cancellation fee quoted above, will be incurred.

BEST Trust Members
Health & Safety Courses – if cancellation is made less than 5 working days prior to the event then full costs
will be incurred.

Non-attendance at other courses without prior cancellation will result in a charge of £50.00 per member of
staff, per training activity.

Terms and conditions

Course cancellation charges

ALL Courses – are free of charge to Buy-back schools unless otherwise stated. Costs appearing in the
Training Guides or on the web site are for schools NOT buying into BEST Trust.
BEST Trust members receive one free place at the annual school leader residential conference, saving
members around £400 per residential place.
*All staff must have the permission of their headteacher to book on a course.

Non attendance

The cancellation fees set out below shall apply in the event a delegate’s attendance at a course is cancelled,
at the delegate’s request.

If you have any more questions please contact us by phone on 07498 959 134 or
via email at training@besttrust.uk
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Book your
place today!

St Luke's CE Primary School
Morley Street

Bury
 BL9 9JQ

 
07498 959 134

 
Email: training@besttrust.uk

www.besttrust.uk/trainingcourses/


